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Inclusivity in Large and 
Small Group Teaching  
 
Identifying Need 
In its mission and values, Loughborough University (2016) describes the way we will work with six 
statements. Included in this section are the following two statements that are particularly applicable to 
inclusivity: 
 
 We will: 
  Respect each other and celebrate our diversity 
  Be inclusive and value the views of our staff, students, alumni and partners 
 
It is not possible to be inclusive without respecting diversity; the Equality Act (2010) details protected 
characteristics as: 

 age; 
 disability; 
 gender reassignment; 
 marriage and civil partnership; 
 pregnancy and maternity; 
 race; 
 religion or belief; 
 sex; 

sexual orientation. 
 

Inclusive teaching strategies and approaches need to be used to ensure that students from different 
backgrounds with different learning styles and different needs can reach their optimum level of 
achievement. It is important to take into account that the Government has cut funding for disabled 
university students; for those students who would have previously had note takers this may no longer 
be the case (Weale, S., 2015). The HEA’s framework for student access, retention, attainment and 
progression (2015) points out that: 

Students cannot learn or progress unless they are engaged; students who feel they belong more 
easily succeed. Developing an inclusive institution, and embedding inclusive values and 
approaches within learning and teaching policy and practice, is a process that requires a wide 
range of stakeholders to engage and collaborate to ensure student success. 

The University of Plymouth also has information relating to Inclusive Learning and Teaching available 
at https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/uploads/production/document/path/5/5989/OverviewGuide.pdf 
 
Another useful resource is the inclusive learning and teaching handbook (Rodriguez-Falcon & Evans 
et al., 2010) in addition to hints and tips for inclusive learning and teaching it also includes a section 
containing case studies. These case studies cove a range of topics, for example, developing a sense 
of community, closing the feedback loop and developing inclusive practice guides. 
 
 

https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/uploads/production/document/path/5/5989/OverviewGuide.pdf
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Checklist 
 
The following points are adapted from a checklist for inclusive teaching by the University of Plymouth; 
also informed by Monash University’s library resources for teaching inclusively. 
 

Planning  
Does the lecture content align with the learning objectives of the module?  
Are the aims and objectives of each session explained to your students?  
Is there a progression in the complexity of learning tasks throughout the module?  
The Learning Environment  
Is there adequate lighting?   
Are the acoustics suitable for recording?  
Teaching Methods  
If appropriate, do you vary the lesson type - whole group, small groups, individuals?  
Do you provide an overview or summary of the lecture content?  
If appropriate, do you use a range of presentation techniques?  
Do you allow students time to process information?  
Do you provide a glossary of new terminology?  
Do you avoid using slang and words which may not be understood or may offend?  
Teaching Materials  
Do you make your material available on Learn?    
Do you use sans serif font in all your material?  
Assessment and Feedback  
Do you explain to students what you are assessing?  
Do you provide opportunity for the students to give you feedback?  
Do you give your students formative feedback?  

 

 
Case Studies 
The following two case studies provide links to key resources for teaching small groups and large 
groups. 

1. Small Group Teaching 
We have not detailed a particular number of students that could be classified as a small group. For a 
small group we mean a session that is not in a lecture theatre and there is space for the lecturer to 
move around the room and interact with the students. Mills and Alexander (2013) identify small group 
teaching a having the following strengths: 

• Flexibility 
• Interaction 
• Reflexivity and Engagement. 

The University of Sheffield has produced a ‘Toolkit’ https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/lets/toolkit-old, which 
includes information relating to small group teaching and they point out that: 

the small group teaching environment provides you with the opportunity to receive and give 
immediate feedback. It allows more hands-on tasks to support the academic learning 
experience, and it gives you the chance to motivate and build student confidence. 

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/lets/toolkit-old
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Phil Race (2006) has written a book entitled The Lecturer’s Toolkit, Chapter 4 provides information on 
making small-group teaching work.  

Additional information is available from the University of Plymouth at 
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/your-university/teaching-and-learning/guidance-and-resources/7-step-
series  

Cardiff University (2016) recommend that varying methods and techniques is useful: 

You can’t please all the people all the time but designing your small group teaching session with 
‘variety’ in mind allows your learners to work in their comfort zone for some of the time and 
provides them with new challenges at others. Different methods facilitate different kinds of student 
engagement and provide different opportunities to learn. 

 

2. Large Group Teaching 
Large group teaching refers to teaching students in a tiered lecture theatre where it is more difficult to 
encourage active engagement and participation. It is also much harder in this setting for students to 
ask questions. However, you can vary your delivery of material by using a mix of visual and oral 
instructions. Furthermore, you can encourage participation by including online voting which will also 
help you to determine if there are areas where students have misunderstood your material. A voting 
poll could also be undertaken to obtain feedback from your students. As pointed out by Laurillard 
(2002) your job is to help students to learn and not just to deliver facts. It is also important to let your 
students know how they can contact you and detail office hours when they can visit you if they have a 
problem.  
Additional information is available from the University of Plymouth at 
(https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/uploads/production/document/path/2/2397/7_Steps_to_Enhancing_Larg
e_Group_Teaching.pdf ) 
and from the University of Bath at 
http://www.bath.ac.uk/learningandteaching/pdf/inclusive_education/Inclusive_Education_-
_Large_Lectures_Mar_2016.pdf  
 
 

Resources 
Inclusivity is viewed as being of extreme importance, therefore many higher education providers have 
information and toolkits available on their websites. See for example: 
 
Oxford Brookes University 
https://www.brookes.ac.uk/staff/human-resources/equality-diversity-and-inclusion/guides-to-support-
inclusive-teaching-and-learning/ 
 
University of Plymouth 
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/uploads/production/document/path/3/3212/Inclusivity_Quick_Advice.pdf  
 
University of Sheffield 
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.18989!/file/The-inclusive-learning-and-teaching-
handbook.pdf 

https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/your-university/teaching-and-learning/guidance-and-resources/7-step-series
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/your-university/teaching-and-learning/guidance-and-resources/7-step-series
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/uploads/production/document/path/2/2397/7_Steps_to_Enhancing_Large_Group_Teaching.pdf
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/uploads/production/document/path/2/2397/7_Steps_to_Enhancing_Large_Group_Teaching.pdf
http://www.bath.ac.uk/learningandteaching/pdf/inclusive_education/Inclusive_Education_-_Large_Lectures_Mar_2016.pdf
http://www.bath.ac.uk/learningandteaching/pdf/inclusive_education/Inclusive_Education_-_Large_Lectures_Mar_2016.pdf
https://www.brookes.ac.uk/staff/human-resources/equality-diversity-and-inclusion/guides-to-support-inclusive-teaching-and-learning/
https://www.brookes.ac.uk/staff/human-resources/equality-diversity-and-inclusion/guides-to-support-inclusive-teaching-and-learning/
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/uploads/production/document/path/3/3212/Inclusivity_Quick_Advice.pdf
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.18989!/file/The-inclusive-learning-and-teaching-handbook.pdf
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.18989!/file/The-inclusive-learning-and-teaching-handbook.pdf
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